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Another update from OSASF!

Howdy Y'all:
 
I hope no one has noticed anything, but I've changed the hosting service for the web site. If you've
had any issues, let me know.

On the medical front, Doc Brant is now home and doing well. Your calls and emails are
appreciated, but I wouldn't encourage him too much. After all, he has gone to extremes to gain an
advantage over the rest of us.

Drop Dead Dave has informed me that the Regionals scheduled for Grenville in July, have been
postponed until July, 2022 because of covid. I think this is the right decision, hard to take as it may
be.

At the other end of the spectrum, SASS has decided to move End of Trail to Indiana, where it will
be held from June 18-26. Info can be found here. Registration starts Monday and will be limited to
500. They expect it to fill quickly, so if you think you can get across the border and back, you'd
better act quickly. I understand lots of people are antsy to get out and this match has a lot of
history. My personal feeling is that it's not a great idea, and let's just leave it at that.

Rule Review

A reader asks: A shooter is going from a rifle position to a closer pistol spot and draws their
                          pistol 4 or 5 steps before they get to the spot and has the pistol up and ready
                          to shoot when they get to the spot. Is that traveling or is that OK? 
 
Answer: The short answer is that it is NOT traveling unless the gun is cocked and the shooter
                takes two steps (the travelling rule) or the muzzle breaks 170. In either of these
               cases a penalty is earned. Another thing that has to be considered is that while
               the gun must not break 170, the shooter has to be allowed to draw the gun straight
               up and down, but as soon as the muzzle clears the holster it must immediately be
               within 170 degrees downrange. If moving downrange, that is pretty easy. 
               However, if moving laterally, more care must be used when drawing the revolver. 
               Note that most top shooters will almost always draw their revolver while on the
               move if that is safely possible. 
              To clarify the travelling rule - the offence occurs as soon as the second foot leaves
               the ground after the first step is taken.

You can get my latest covid updates here.

The classifieds are still busy - check it out and do your bit - some bargains are already gone.

You can help fight the gun ban by supporting advocacy groups such as The Gun Blog The
Canadian Shooting Sports Association, The Canadian Coalition for Firearms Rights or the
National Firearms Association (among others). If you want to donate to any of the legal
proceedings fighting the bans, there is info here.
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Next Matches: Covid cancelled till further notice

Details are on the OSASF Website
Contact us here
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